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Ultra-low field magnetic resonance imaging (ULFMRI) is an effective imaging technique that applies the ultrasensitive detector of
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) sensor to detect theMR signal at a microtesla field range. In this work, we
designed and developed a SQUID-based ULF MRI system with a frequency-adjustable measurement field, the performance of
which was characterized via water phantoms. In order to enhance the MR signals, a 500mT Halbach magnet was used to
prepolarize the magnetization of the sample prior to excitation. -e signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the spin-echo- (SE-) based
pulse sequence can reach up to 70 in a single scan. -e images were then reconstructed successfully by using the maximum
likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm based on the backprojection imaging method. It was demonstrated that
an in-plane resolution of 1.8×1.8mm2 can be achieved which indicated the feasibility of SQUID-based MRI at the ULF.

1. Introduction

Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) uses high
magnetic fields, gradient fields, and radio frequency pulses to
generate images of the organs in the body as one of the most
important methods in clinical investigations. Besides, it has
been widely used in physics, chemistry, biology, and med-
icine [1–4]. MRI signals are obtained by Faraday electro-
magnetic induction and the strength scales linearly with the
square of the magnetic field strength [5]. -us, traditional
MRI commonly uses the superconducting magnet to im-
prove the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) [6]. However, the
homogeneity could be decreased with the increment of the
strength of the magnetic field. -e precession fields
employed in MRI over the past ten years have risen from
1.5 T to the current 3 T clinical standard. Research systems
even employ fields of up to 14 T [7–9]. -ere are, however,
many MRI applications where the ultra-high field is not an
optimal choice, for example, imaging performed in the
presence of metal or where it is impractical to employ a large

and expensive magnet [10]. In contrast, MRI at ultra-low
fields (ULF MRI) has been under development for decades
and exhibits various advantages, for instance, fewer artifacts
generated by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field,
smaller size, and lower cost of the system [1, 11]. ULF
magnetic resonance technology offers a wide range of ap-
plications in chemistry, physiology, and biomedicine, such
as imaging of water, the human brain, the human forearm,
and the human wrist [12–14].

Although many conventional MRI experiments are
conducted based on Faraday induction coils because of their
low cost and simple preparation, the SNR will be decreased
greatly in ULF MRI since the strength of the measurement
field is much smaller (1%∘∘) compared with the conventional
high-field MRI. In order to counteract the loss of SNR in
ULF MRI, it is necessary to explore a new method for the
acquisition of the weak magnetic resonance signal to im-
prove the sensitivity [11, 15]. To mitigate the sensitivity loss
of Faraday induction, superconducting quantum interfer-
ence devices (SQUIDs) are used to detect MR signals
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[10, 11]. SQUIDs made from low-transition temperature
superconductors are the most sensitive detectors of the
magnetic field [15–17]. When coupled to an untuned
superconducting magnetometer or gradiometer, they be-
come extremely sensitive detectors of magnetic fields,
achieving magnetic field noise in the order of 1 ft/

���
Hz

√

[13, 15, 18, 19].
In recent years, research on SQUID-based ULF MRI has

received widespread attention. Espy et al. used a 7-channel
ULFMRI system for the detection of hazardous material and
the human brain [20, 21]. Clarke et al. presented high-
resolution images of phantoms and bell peppers in ULF of
132 μT [18, 22]. Moreover, they also acquired images of the
human brain based on the ULF MRI system operating in a
magnetic field of 130 μT [23, 24]. Espy et al. constructed
images from many kinds of samples including the human
brain, human hand, liquid explosives, and water by SQUID
in microtesla magnetic fields, and the resolution was suffi-
cient to reveal anatomical features [25, 26]. Huang et al.
acquired both 1-D and 2-D MR images with high quality by
applying three orthogonal SQUIDs as reference channels to
eliminate stripe-artifacts in ULF MRI by measurement of
water phantom [27]. Vogel et al. have demonstrated an
encoding magnet array moving around the sample for the
generation of a 3-D image by backprojection [28].

In this paper, we designed and developed a SQUID-
based ULF MRI system, and imaging experiments were
conducted to characterize the performance of the system by
using multirods inside the phantom with different diame-
ters. -e SNR of the spin-echo (SE) signal could reach up to
70 in a single measurement. -e system achieves an in-plane
resolution of 1.8×1.8mm2 based on the backprojection
imaging method.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. ULFMRI SystemDesign. -e ULF MRI system is shown
schematically in Figure 1(a). -e entire system is enclosed in
a room (3.03× 2.8× 2.75m3) constructed of 8mm thick
aluminum sheets which can provide RF shielding in the
range of 2∼9 kHz (above 20 dB).-e ultra-low measurement
field, Bm, was generated using a pair of Helmholtz coils with
a diameter of 1.35m [13, 29, 30]. -e strength of the Bm field
is 100∼200 μT, which produces a resonance frequency of
4.25∼8.5 kHz for proton spins. Two sets of gradient coils, Gx

(dBz/dx) and Gy (dBz/dy), are used to provide gradient fields
in the two transverse directions, with a size of 1.45×1.02m2

and 0.9×1.28m2, respectively.-e gradient field Gz (dBz/dz)
is generated by a set of Maxwell coils with a diameter of
1.2m. All the gradient fields range from 100∼400 μT/m. A
three-layer Halbach magnet is used to prepolarize the
samples (Figure 1(b)) with a field strength of 500mT (Bp).
-e Halbach magnet is a novel type of permanent magnet
constructed by magnetic blocks that are magnetized in
different directions and arranged to provide a uniform field
that is largely contained inside the array [31]. During the
prepolarization, the phantom is placed at the central area
(∼500mT) of the cylindrical hole inside the Halbach magnet
(Figure 2(b)). In order to quickly move the sample from the

magnet to the SQUID sensor after prepolarization, a slide
rail made of polymethyl methacrylate is placed between the
Halbach magnet and the measuring position below the
SQUID. -e magnet and slide rail are supported by two
wooden boxes with the same height (0.83m) in front and
back (Figure 2(a)), respectively. Before each measurement,
the sample is prepolarized for 15 s to enhance the MR
signals. According to the T1 (about 4 s) of water, the po-
larization efficiency can reach more than 97%. After the
prepolarization, the pulse sequence is triggered by a pho-
toelectric switch as soon as the phantom shifts to the de-
tection area. -e distance between magnet and SQUID is
1.10m, and the transport time of the sample is less than
800ms, corresponding to a nominal prepolarized field of
290mT because the decay of magnetization during the
transportation.

Figure 3 depicts the data acquisition process performed
by the ULF MRI system, where the gradient field always
exists during the experiment and the B1 pulse is applied to
generate the magnetic resonance signal. In this work, the
Supracon’s CE2S blue type SQUID sensor is selected for the
measurement of magnetic resonance signals produced by the
pulse sequence [23]. -e CE2S blue type SQUID with pa-
rameters of Lin � 420 nH inputs coil inductance and 0.26 μA/
Φ0 (Φ0 � h/2e≈ 2.07×10−15 Tm2) inputs current sensitivity.
-e second-order gradiometer wound as 1-2-1 turns, with
50mm baseline and 50mm loop diameters, was connected
to the input coil integrated onto the SQUID chip. -e flux
noise is 10.7 μΦ0/

���
Hz

√
in addition to the SQUID’s intrinsic

3 μΦ0/
���
Hz

√
inside the SQUID loop. -e SQUID is based on

Nb thin films and enclosed in a superconducting Nb shield
to protect them from external magnetic noise. -e magnetic
field noise of the detector referred to the lowest loop is
0.8 ft/

���
Hz

√
, and the distance between this lowest loop and

the room temperature outside surface is less than 20mm.

2.2. Backprojection Imaging. Backprojection is an extension
of the frequency encoding procedure. -e goal of back-
projection imaging is to obtain a 2-D representation of the
internal structure of an object by gradient fields from dif-
ferent angles. -e gradient fields are constant and applied at
different angles of the desired slice. Only projections from 0
to 180 degrees are considered because the projections dif-
fering by 180 degrees are mirror images of each other
(Figure 4). -e gradient angle is determined by a linear
combination of two gradient fields in different directions.
-is approach is to backproject each projection and sum all
the backprojections to generate a slice [28, 32].

As can be seen from Figure 4, to obtain a YZ plane image
of the sample, the frequency encoding gradient (Gf) can be
decomposed into orthogonal gradient directions (Gz and
Gy) in the following proportions:

Gz � Gf sin θ,

Gy � Gf cos θ.
(1)

A linear combination of the two orthogonal gradients is
applied, but only the combined gradient direction changes,
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Figure 1: Measurement configuration of the ULF MRI system. (a) Schematic diagram of magnetic field coils and gradient coils. (b)
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Figure 2: (a) Photograph of the ULF MRI system. (b) A three-layer Halbach magnet with a field strength of 500mT.
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e.g., the angle increment is about 4.98 degrees for 36
projections.

2.3. Pulse Sequence. To increase the effective acquisition
time, a spin echo- (SE-) based pulse sequence was designed
as shown in Figure 5. -e phantom was first prepolarized in
the Halbach magnet for 15 s, and then it was quickly
transported to the measuring position. -e prepolarizing
field (Bp) experienced by the sample is reduced adiabatically
as the sample moves out of the Halbach array and over to the
measurement position [24]. Once the sample arrived, the
photoelectric switch was immediately triggered and a TTL
signal was generated to start the excitation and the following
signal acquisition. Note that two constant gradient fields (Gy

andGz) were applied throughout the whole scan. A π/2 pulse
generated by a pair of coils was applied orthogonally to the
measurement field to rotate the proton spins to start their
precession. Subsequently, a π pulse is applied to obtain an
echo signal. -e time of echo (TE) is variable during the
experiment. -e gradient direction is determined by varying
Gy and Gz through successive values. After the signal was
recorded, the sample was transported back to the magnet for
the next measurement.

Note that the SQUID sensor provides a voltage output
that is linear with the detected magnetic field in a small
range. Since the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field
generated by the B1 pulse is much larger than the signal, this
will lead to a shift of the working point of the SQUID sensor.
Consequently, the SQUID CTRL (cryogenic switch control
of the SQUID) was applied to ensure the stability of the
working point. During the B1 excitation, the cryogenic
switch will be activated to bring the input circuit of SQUID
above its superconducting transition temperature, which
will disconnect the circuit coupled to SQUID.

3. Results

3.1. SNR Evaluation. SNR is the primary limiting factor for
MRI. To evaluate the SNR of the designed system, a free
induction decay (FID) signal was obtained in a single scan
using the FID-based pulse sequence (Figure 6). Similar to the
pulse sequence discussed above (Figure 5), a π/2 pulse was
applied for 2ms after prepolarization. -e cryogenic switch
was turned on during the π/2 pulse to avoid the large field
shock to the SQUID sensor, and subsequently the signal was
acquired. As illustrated in Figure 7, the signal duration is
about 500ms (Figure 7(a)) and the SNR is about 11.5 at
5.5 kHz (Figure 7(b)). -e decay of the FID signal is ex-
ponential. -e fitting curve is plotted in Figure 8. -e
equation of AFID � 21.66 (pT) · e−0.0059t (AFID is the ampli-
tude of the FID signal, t is the acquisition time) was obtained
with the square of the correlation coefficient, R2, being 0.99.

-e measurement field of the ULF MRI system was
provided by a pair of Helmholtz coils at the room tem-
perature, which allows the measurement field to be adjusted.
Figure 9 depicts the relationship between the measured
Larmor frequency, fL, and the current, I. -e linear equation
of fL � 5.0506 (kHz/A) · I (A) + 0.8357 (kHz) was obtained

with the square of the correlation coefficient, R2, of 0.9996.
-e fitted straight line verified the ULF MRI system with a
frequency-adjustable measurement field and provided a
precise relationship of the measurement field. It is also
obvious that the vertical intercept (0.8357 kHz) is nonzero,
which indicates that the earth field in the horizontal plane
(XZ) with an equivalent of 19.6 μT contributes to the static
magnetic field.

Further, we used an SE-based pulse sequence (Figure 6)
to evaluate the SNR of a single scan since the spin echo will
eliminate the decay due to the local field inhomogeneity.-e
measured signal was plotted in Figure 10 without averaging,
which depicts that the SE signal duration is about 900ms
(Figure 10(a)) and the SNR is about ∼70 at 5.46 kHz
(Figure 10(b)). Consequently, the SE-based sequence was
selected to conduct the experiment for the significantly
improved signal duration and SNR.

3.2. Phantom Experiment. -ree phantoms were used to
characterize the performance of the ULF MRI system by
applying an SE-based pulse sequence (Figure 5). Figure 11(a)
is a photograph of a 35mm diameter by 52mm height
cylindrical plastic phantom which consists of seven rods
with a diameter of 5mm. -e phantom was filled with pure
water with a resistivity of 18.2MΩ/cm at 25°C. By calculating
the frequency resolution and image resolution for the
phantom (Table 1), it can be concluded that the longer the
acquisition time (51.2ms, 102.4ms, and 204.8ms), the
higher the image resolution. Figures 11(b)–11(d) illustrate
three 2D images of the phantom constructed by the back-
projection imaging method at the same acquisition rate
(100 kHz) but different acquisition times. As can be seen
from Figures 11(b)∼11(d), it is obvious that, with the in-
crease of acquisition time, the image resolution is gradually
improved, which is consistent with the calculated results.

Another phantom (Figure 12(a)), with the same size
(outer diameter and length) as the one described above, was
also used for the measurement. Several rods inside the
phantom had different diameters of 3.5mm, 3mm, 2.5mm,
2.2mm, 2mm, and 1.8mm. -e reconstructed image
(Figure 12(b)) shows that the rods inside the phantomwith a
diameter of 3.5mm, 3mm, and 2.5mm can be distinguished.

To demonstrate the highest image resolution of the ULF
MRI system, a phantom consisting of twelve plastic rods
with a diameter of 1.8mm (Figure 12(c)) was used for the
measurement. A typical phantom image was successfully
reconstructed by the maximum likelihood expectation
maximization (MLEM) algorithm based on the back-
projection imaging method (Figure 12(d)) [33, 34]. -e
resolution of 1.8×1.8mm2 for the water phantom was
obtained by performing 72 measurements. -e total time to
acquire this image is about 20 minutes. -e imaging reso-
lution and the acquisition time have been improved in
comparison with the resolution of 2.5×1.9mm2 in an im-
aging time of about 26 minutes obtained previously by Inglis
and co-workers [29]. Consequently, it is feasible to detect an
object with a size of 1.8×1.8mm2 by the SQUID-based ULF
MRI system.
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4. Discussion

It is undeniable that MRI measurements at ULF play an
increasing role in physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine
for the lower cost of the ULF MRI system compared with
conventional MRI. Although low-field MRI may never re-
place high-field scanners, there are certain applications in
which its use may be exceedingly attractive. For example, the

ULF MRI approach may provide open MRI systems for
airport security [11], emergency rooms, and field hospitals
[20, 25], and it can also be combined with magneto-
encephalography (MEG) for recording both anatomical and
functional (biomagnetic) information about the brain
[23, 24]. Moreover, the unique advantage of ULF MRI is the
higher T1-contrast in low-field MRI which has been pro-
posed for the discrimination of tissue [35–37]. -is
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Figure 5: -e pulse sequence used in the experiment for 2-D imaging. (a) Bp. (b) Bm. (c)Gy and Gz. (d) SQUID CTRL. (e) B1. (f ) Signal.
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enhanced T1-contrast is a prospective supplement to high-
field MRI in pathology studies using the SQUID-based ULF
MRI. It is also important in cases where there is no sig-
nificant T1-contrast between different tissue types in high
magnetic fields [38].

-e feasibility of SQUID-based ULF for MRI mea-
surements based on the backprojection imaging method has
been demonstrated in this paper. -e backprojection
method simplifies the imaging pulse sequence and consists
of a series of projections of the sample in varying applied

gradients at different angles. -e gradient field for each
projection does not need to be switched on or off in mi-
croseconds compared with Fourier imaging. However, it is
necessary to maintain the low noise of the power supply
since the gradient is constant during the measurement.
Besides, the backprojection method can be extended to 3D
imaging by simply applying a slice selection gradient pulse
[30].

In this work, imaging experiments were conducted with
three phantoms to characterize the performance of the ULF-
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MRI system by using multirods with different diameters
inside the phantom. A 500mT prepolarization field was
applied for the enhancement of MR signals. -e results
revealed that the system can image a water phantom with up
to 1.8×1.8mm2 resolution which would make it possible to
image the sample in the presence of metal. -e constructed
image (Figure 12) presented above is not well reproduced
with the water phantom, which seems incomplete as if
missing a part of the image.-e reason for this phenomenon
is that the water phantom was placed horizontally at the

bottom of the SQUID. -e upper part of the phantom is
closer to the SQUID sensor, while the lower part is further
from the SQUID, which leads to the SNR for the lower part
being relatively smaller than for the upper part according to
the Biot-Savart Law. Note that the vibration generated from
the collision can also cause image artifacts during the
transportation of samples.

For soft tissue measurement, the attenuation of the
magnetization during the transport process is the main
reason for limiting the detection of tissue with short
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relaxation time. A potential method could be used to in-
crease the relaxation time by manipulating the molecule into
a long-lived state [39]. Long-lived states allow spin mag-
netization to be stored for a considerably extended period of
time, typically at least an order of magnitude longer than T1
for the same molecule [40].

In future work, the prepolarization method may be
improved by a polarizing coil around the measurement
position. -erefore, the sample can be directly measured
after prepolarization without the transport process, and

the decay of the sample magnetization could be further
reduced. -is improved prepolarization technique pro-
vides the ULF MRI system a potential application for
tissue imaging. -e prepolarization field Bp is also re-
quired to be increased to improve the quality of the
reconstructed image of the sample. However, there are
drawbacks in terms of induced eddy-currents from
pulsing large magnetic fields inside a shielded room.
Furthermore, programming a commercially available
digital spectrometer could be attempted to implement
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Figure 11: Images of the phantom with seven rods with a diameter of 5mm. (a) Photograph of a 35mm diameter cylindrical plastic
phantom. (b–d) 2-D image of the phantom reconstructed by the backprojection method at the acquisition time of 51.2ms, 102.4ms, and
204.8ms, respectively. -e images (b)–(d) were acquired with a prepolarization field (Bp) of 500mT, Bm � 128 μT, and the gradient was
∼180 μT/m.

Table 1: -e result of frequency resolution and image resolution calculated by varying the acquisition time.

Acquisition time (ms) Frequency resolution (Hz) Image resolution (mm)
51.2 19.5 2.63
102.4 9.8 1.28
204.8 4.88 0.63
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more pulse sequences to increase the imaging resolution
of the system.

5. Conclusion

We designed a SQUID-basedMRI system and demonstrated
the feasibility of MRI at the ultra-low field. -e SNR ob-
tained by applying the SE-based pulse sequence could reach
up to 70 in a single measurement. -e imaging resolution
reached 1.8×1.8mm2 by using the maximum likelihood
expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm based on the
backprojection method. Although ULF MRI has been sig-
nificantly developed over the years, it still needs further
improvement to enhance the imaging resolution within an
acceptable time to complement high-field MRI.
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